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Abstract: To calculate joints angles of an articulated arm 

robot, when the coordinates of the point to be reached are 

known, different calculation methods or iterative algorithms 

for inverse kinematics (IK) can be used. IK requires that the 

dimensions of the robot segments and the initial positions of 

the joints to be known, described, and implemented 

mathematically, so it is based on the geometric model of the 

robot. In practice, the geometric modeling of the robots is 

done considering that all their structural elements are rigid, 

and their dimensions and positions are considered constant 

(while in reality the robots suffer certain deformations that 

can have different causes). This article considers the thermal 

deformations that a robot suffers during operation which are 

leading to positioning errors. The deformations are variable 

during the warm-up period of the robot and become constant 

after reaching the thermal stabilization level. From this point 

of view, if it is desired to consider and possibly compensate 

these thermal induced errors, the elaboration of the 

geometric model of the robot in the classical way is no 

longer possible and the geometric parameters must be 

somehow described as variables. Thermal deformations 

produce displacements and torsions of the robot elements. 

Linear and angular deviations may occur from the initial 

(theoretical) position in all 3 directions of the cartesian axis 

systems used in robot modeling. This paper presents a 

technique for creating a virtual model of the ABB IRB140 

robot in CoppeliaSim, programming and modeling 

environment, with the positioning of the axis systems 

attached to the joints identical to the real position (unlike 

simplified versions of Denavit-Hartenberg geometric 

models) and the logic of a custom written software 

algorithm for automatic deformation of the model.  

Key words: virtual model, dynamic parameters, DOF, arm 

robot. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Among the key aspects of an industrial robot, we can 

name positioning accuracy and repeatability. Usually, 

the values for these parameters are specified in the 

robot's data sheet but those are guaranteed only in 

stable working environment. These parameters can be 

influenced by various factors, of which a very 

important role is played by thermal expansion (“drift” 

as specified in ISO standard [1]). Provision of a robot 

heating activity before the start of the production 

activity it is not desirable because warm-up cycles of 

a robot can take up to a few hours. Finding solutions 

of correcting the positioning errors caused by the drift 

of the robots has been a constant concern for robot 

manufacturers and researchers and between the 

approaches we may distinguish: 

a) Live tracking of the robot TCP with the help of a 

laser measurement system and real-time correction of 

robot position, [2, 3]. This solution is among the most 

precise but also the most expensive due to the need of 

a laser measurement system (which can be quite 

expensive) in the working area of the robot. Also, the 

continuous visibility of the robot TCP (of a tracking 

object attached to robot) must be assured. Sometimes 

robot trajectories and configurations may result in a 

TCP or effector position that cannot be followed 

anymore thus resulting in an interruption of the 

tracking laser beam compromising all the 

measurements. 

b) Pre-calibration of robot errors for known targets [4, 

5]. Sometimes the robots are programmed to do 

simple-tasks (e.g., pick-and-place) not implying a big 

number of points needed to be reached. For these 

locations, the drift can be measured by different 

methods and compensated (usually determining by 

measurements and regression the function of influence 

of robot temperature upon TCP drift).  This is a 

solution for programs with a small number of targets. 

It is hard to determine the TCP drift of the robot in the 

entire working space or in different configurations. 

c) Evaluation of robot thermal drift by means of finite 

element analysis (FEA), [7]. This approach is very 

useful, and it can be easily updated when the working 

conditions are changing due to the possibility of 

adjusting some analysis parameters and re-run the 

simulation. Thus, most of the papers regarding this 

approach are treating robot elements as solid blocks 

and does not consider internal structure and elements 

of the robot. The thermal behaviour and drift of solid 
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blocks with homogenous material is different than a 

real structure robot with real material and specific wall 

thickness, joints, motors, speed reducers, gears, free 

spaces and so on.  No paper including a coupled 

transient Thermal FEA with transient Kinematic FEA 

was found to determine thermal drift of the robot in 

every configuration of the robot in the entire working 

space in a working cycle including the warm-up 

period. Still, FEA is a solution that provides quite 

accurate approximations of the robot thermal 

behaviour, but alone it is not enough for a complete 

compensation solution. 

d)The last frontier in terms of thermal compensation 

solutions is represented by neural networks used for 

robot calibration [8, 9] or error prediction based on 

advanced algorithms such as Kalman filter, [10]. 

It is hard to decide what compensation method it is 

suitable to apply, because different studies and 

solutions were applied for different robot structures 

working in different environment conditions. Every 

robot has its own stated positioning and repeatability 

values, its own thermal behaviour and is programmed 

to do different tasks, and every compensation method 

has its own downsides (expensive, difficult to 

implement, big data samples needed to train, 

supplementary equipment needed, hard to change 

etc.). In most studies, the big improvement was upon 

robot repeatability. Some of the best improvements of 

robot repeatability are stated in [10] (around 78% 

obtained by predicting errors using neural networks 

and Kalman filter) and in [11] (around 85% 

improvement obtained by determining the error drift 

of TCP during warm-up as a function of temperature 

and implementing the equation in a parallel task in the 

robot program on the controller in order to apply 

corrections of the targets in real time based on 

temperature). 

The approach that will be further presented is aiming 

to solve some of the problems of the previously 

mentioned methods of thermal drift compensation 

while trying to keep the range of improvements as high 

as possible. First of all, the method depends on a series 

of data that are determined experimentally by 

combining 3 procedures (laser-tracker measurements, 

thermal behaviour recordings with infrared camera, 

thermal FEA analysis based on a virtual model 

constructed including internal components, real wall 

thickness of elements and real materials applied). 

Second during the experimental phase, not only the 

drift measurement of the robots TCP was determined 

but also the drift of each joint. The third different 

aspect is the fact that the compensation is done at the 

geometric level of the robot (not based on classical DH 

models with 4 parameters but on a constructive model 

with 6 parameters and with real positioning of each 

robot joint) by altering the geometric parameters and 

recalculating the IK based on this continuously 

changing robot model for each target at every moment 

meaning that the compensation will be applied in the 

entire robot workspace for every configuration as long 

as the robot can reach the target).  

In the new proposed compensation method, in order to 

simulate the deformation, error factors were added as 

variables in the geometric model, both for linear and 

for angular displacements, factors that can change 

their value (magnitude) over time or according to 

another criterion (e.g., temperature). Thus, based on 

the deformable virtual model, the robot's joints angles 

can be continuously recalculated and updated (using 

IK) so that it reaches the programmed points even 

while the deformation of the robot's structure is 

happening. Such a deformable virtual model could be 

used in the development of a thermal drift 

compensation solution. This can be done in two ways:  

 offline (The proposed software may be fed with all 

programmed robot targets (as excel file) and then the 

angular positions of the robot joints are recalculated 

(for each target) multiple times for a desired time 

interval by continuously applying the deformation of 

the geometric model and constantly recalculating the 

inverse-kinematics. All results are saved in a text or 

excel file (.csv) and may be used to replace the targets 

from the initial robot program. 

 online (The software must be connected to the robot 

controller or to the computer that has the control 

software of the robot installed. Each of the 

programmed robot targets is read, recalculated, and 

resent to the robot as a corrected target). 

This paper will be further referring only to the offline 

method leaving the online method to be discussed in a 

following paper. 
 

2. MODELING OF THE GEOMETRIC MODEL 
 

Every virtual robot model is based on two set of 

components. The parts of the robot and the definition 

of each robot joint position as an axis or axis system 

that must be placed in accordingly to the real robot 

joint. In the following image (figure 1), the orange 

model is the one downloaded from CoppeliaSIM 

library, and the white model is a custom version 

created in Siemens NX12. The geometries of the 

robots are almost identical (except for some surfaces 

that do not have an important functional role) but the 

locations of the joints are different. 

 
Fig. 1. Robot assembled parts 
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From the kinematic point of view, robot parts are of no 

importance. They serve only as a visual representation 

and the only thing that matters is the length of the parts. 

No other properties of the parts are considered when 

computing the robot targets or when moving the robot. 

Instead, placement of the joints (so of the axis or axis 

systems) is what is defining the geometric and 

kinematic model. These are defining and describing 

where the arm articulations are, where the movement 

should have place, and the direction of the movement. 

From software to software, the visual representation of 

the joints may differ. In CoppeliaSIM, joints are 

represented as orange cylinders. Length of the cylinders 

or diameter are not relevant. Only the position and the 

orientation are important. In figure 2, the joints of two 

kinematic models of the same robot can be observed. 

The orange robot is the nominal model while the while 

the white robot is the custom model that will be used as 

a deformable model (by deformable geometric model 

we mean, that during computation of the IK the robot 

joins positions will be constantly modified meaning that 

for each iteration the IK is recomputed for a different 

geometric model. The parts (that are used only as a 

mock-up for visual representation will not be deformed 

as well). 

 
Fig. 2. Joints of the virtual model 

 

As said before, from the kinematic point of view, the 

only relevant parameters are joint positions, joint 

angles, and the length of each robot segments. Using 

these parameters, the coordinates of the endpoint can 

be calculated via forward-kinematics or, when the 

targets are known, joint angles can be computed via an 

inverse-kinematics method. For reasons of 

mathematical simplification and since other 

parameters are not necessary for kinematics 

computation, geometric models of the robot are 

constructed as simplified models with constant 

dimensions and rigid elements. This case of ideal 

simplified models of geometric models is extensively 

discussed in [12] and [13] from which we draw the 

following conclusions: simplified geometric models 

cannot be used in thermal compensation and geometric 

models should be built using real constructive 

parameters of the robot (figure 3). 

In general, the approach is to place the joints in a single 

vertical (symmetry) plane and then apply DH 

(Denavit-Hartenberg) or DHM (Modified Denavit-

Hartenberg) algorithm to determine the orientation of 

each joint related axis system. But form the point of 

view of the thermal behaviour of the robot, each 

element deforms leading to deviations of the joints 

from the real position (not mentioning about that 

almost no robot has all the joints exactly in a vertical 

symmetry plane, especially for asymmetrical 

structures as of IRB 140 robot). Besides that, the 

ambiguity that comes with DH about the orientation of 

joints corresponding axis systems, makes it difficult to 

make use of linear displacements or orientational 

deviations of each joint (determined by experimental 

means and FEA methods) as compensation parameters 

in the geometric model. By trying to introduce some 

deformation parameters in a geometric model 

constructed following DH convention, the differential 

form of transformation equation from one-joint to 

another (for forward kinematics) is presented in eq (1). 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. General simplified geometric models differ from 

constructive model, [17], [12] 
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where T is transformation matrix and  𝜃, 𝛼,  𝑎 and 𝑑 

are DH parameters for describing position of each 

joint. In case of considering some displacements 

caused by the thermal deformation of the robot, 

parameters ∆θ, ∆𝛼, ∆𝑎 and ∆𝑑 could not be sufficient. 

In reality, the robot structure deforms so that each joint 

can deviate from their initial position along X, Y or Z 

direction and as well can suffer changes from initial 

orientation (rotation around X, Y or Z). That means not 

4 but 6 parameters are needed to consider deformation 

parameters in the geometric model (the equation 

should look something like eq. 2). 
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𝑖

𝜕𝜃𝑦
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𝑖
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where: ∆𝑋, ∆𝑌, ∆𝑍 are linear displacements and 

𝜃𝑥, 𝜃𝑦, 𝜃𝑧 are angular deviation from initial 

orientation of each joint.  

The key to develop a software solution for thermal 

compensation is to determine the magnitude of 

deformations (done previously in [14]) and adjust 

values continuously with respect to the temperature of 

robot elements. Each time the temperature changes, 

the parameters should adjust, and the IK of the robot 

should be recalculated based on the new values thus 

correcting the angular values of the robot joints in 

order to still reach the programmed targets even during 

robot deformation. CoppeliaSIM was chosen for the 

modeling and programming of the virtual model 

because this software allows a programmatically 

definition of the geometric model with variable 

parameters that can be altered at demand and that 

permits programmatically iterative computation for IK 

solution of a robot based on such geometric model. So, 

in order to create a script for this, some information is 

needed to be well-known (previously measured or 

determined experimentally) such as: exact position of 

each joint of the real robot, the thermal behaviour of 

the robot (how it is heading during warm-up or during 

a known state of the environment where the robot 

operates) and quantitative information about linear and 

angular displacements of the joints relative to their 

initial positions. As a procedure, proposed software 

compensation can be generally applied to other 

articulated arm robots but with a particular set of 

information gathered for each different working 

scenario (e.g., the warm-up of the robot could happen 

faster and reach higher values if the robot is set to a 

faster working speed, or if the robot is exposed to 

external heating sources that can influence differently 

it’s thermal behaviour). 

In CoppeliaSIM the placement of the virtual joints was 

done considering the position measured on the real 

robot and keeping the same orientation of the axis 

systems (all with Z axis up, X facing forward and Y to 

the left of the robot) with respect to the methodology 

presented in [12]. The location of each joint on the 

virtual model can be observed in figure 4 (the white 

robot model). 

If rotational axes are defined and positioned, the only 

two things needed to be done further are: stacking of 

the joints hierarchically (figure 5) from base to top 

and then associate a visual part for each joint so that 

the parts will move simultaneous with the joint.  

 

3. PROGRAMMING AND SIMULATION 

 

Actions and simulations in CoppeliaSIM can be 

programmed using scripts and LUA programming 

language. A simple user interface (UI) was developed 

with several options for: manual jog, settings and input 

of thermal deformation data, simulation settings and 

robot communication. As mentioned before, this paper 

is focused only on the offline compensation method 

and the needed input data should be loaded as two 

tables with: 

a). Targets table (programmed robot points) 

b). Deformations table (displacements – 

experimentally determined previously). 

A part of the UI is shown in figure 6. Robot targets 

were defined in RoboDK (robot programming and 

simulation software with postprocessor for multiple 

robot models including RAPID for ABB Robots) as 

equally distanced points as specified in [15] and 

illustrated in figure 7. The coordinates of programmed 

targets were exported in a .CSV table format that can 

be used as input data in the form presented in table 1.  

The linear and angular deformations of each joint were 

completed in table 2. 

A robot program was created in ROBODK with 45 

targets and linear trajectories between the targets. The 

program was converted in RAPID language and a 

functional robot program was created ready to be 

loaded on the robot controlled. At the same time, all 

joint angles computed in RoboDK were exported as 

well in tabular .CSV format. After the loading of the 

input tables in CoppeliaSIM the program was first 

launched keeping the deformations static (the case 

when the robot reaches thermal stabilization at the end 

of the warm-up period). In figure 8 it can be observed 

how the robot structure tends to warp thanks to applied 

deformations. The deviations were too small for the 

eye to be noticed so on the right side they were 

magnified 20 times. 
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Fig. 4. Placement of the joints of virtual model according to constructive dimensions 

(white model) vs. general model (orange model) 

 

 
Fig. 5. Stacking of joints and parts in CoppeliaSIM assembly tree 

 

 
Fig. 6. Screen of application UI 
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Fig. 7. Robot targets

 

 
While the script is running, the robot in CoppeliaSIM goes 

through all targets that were fed in as input table. At the 

same time, during operation (simulation), the deformation 

parameters (loaded as second input table) are applied to the 

joints altering the geometric model of the robot. The robot 

position is continuously recalculated (via pseudo-inverse IK 

method [16]) so that for each iteration, joint values of the 

robot have different values while trying to reach the same 

target at different time. The most important aspect is the 

ability of the robot to reach the programmed targets even if 

the geometric model of the robot is changing. To test the 

accuracy of the custom-made script, first the robot program 

was run in RoboDK (figure 9) and for each robot target, 

cartesian coordinates as well as orientation angles were 

recorder.  

The script was run in CoppeliaSIM and for each robot target, 

for every iteration (so considering every time a deformation 

has occurred) the robot coordinates of the endpoint were 

recorded as well as it’s orientation angles (figure 10).  

 

 
Fig. 8. Robot virtual model before and after the algorithm 

applies deformations to joints 

 

Table 1. Format of robot targets    

No. point X[mm] Y[mm] Z[mm] 

P1 400 300 250 

P2 400 150 250 

P3 400 0 250 

P4 400 -150 250 

P5 400 -300 400 

Table 2. Format of input deformation data    

Dy [mm] Dy[mm] Dz[mm] DOx[deg] DOy[deg] DOz[deg] 

-0.0200698 0.000154 -0.05297 0 -0.011 -0.0137 

0 0 0 0.0108 0 0 

0.100863597 0.11485519 -0.001420766 0 0.0081 0.0098 

-0.0044 0.0241 -0.0149 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

-0.0162926 0 0 0 0 0 

Values were determined experimentally in [14] for IRB.    
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Fig. 9. Undeformed robot running program and going 

through targets in RoboDK 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 10. Robot running program and going through targets 

while running custom deformation script in CoppeliaSIM 

 

Joint angles of the deformed robot were also recorded at 

every time and for every target and exported in an Excel file. 

After this run (including only static deformations as in the 

case of the robot that passed the warm-up period) another 

simulation was run but this time by applying variable 

deformations in time. Figure 11 depicts the logic of the 

program. 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

As stated in previous chapter, the program created in 

CoppeliaSIM was run two times. Once with static 

deformations (simulating the behaviour of the robot 

after it reaches thermal stabilization – end of warm-up 

period) and second time with variable deformations 

(simulating the behaviour of the robot during warm-

up). The input data that were fed to the robot program 

were:  

a) parameters of thermal deformation determined 

previously for each joint (experiments were conducted 

during warm-up period of the robot working 

continuously for 3 hours in a relatively cold 

environment with a start temperature of about 7 deg. 

C). 

b) target coordinates and angles (45 targets disposed 

as a cube in front of the robot, targets used in the 

procedure of calibration of the robot and as well targets 

that composed the robot program and between which 

the robot was performing continuously movements 

during previous mentioned warm-up). 

The purpose of the project is to compensate thermal 

drift of the robot which translates into continuously 

recalculation of robot joints for same targets (but using 

a slightly modified geometric model of the robot). That 

means, they key aspect is translating cartesian 

coordinates of programmed targets in modified 

(corrected) joint targets of the robot. By applying these 

joint targets, it must be seen with what degree of 

accuracy the programmed targets cand still be reached. 

For both cases (static and variable deformations) 

programmed target coordinates and orientation were 
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compared to coordinates and angles of reached targets. 

Original robot joint values were also compered with 

deformed robot joint values (compensated values). 

Due to the big amount of data, in table 3 and table 4 an 

example of data comparison for only three targets are 

presented. 

The static case resulting: 

a) maximum deviation between programmed target 

coordinates and reached target after deformation and 

compensation: 0.007 mm. 

b) maximum orientation deviation between 

programmed target orientation and reached target 

orientation: 0.001 deg.  

 

 
Fig. 11. Robot running program and going through targets while running custom deformation script in CoppeliaSIM 

 

Table 3. Programmed target coordinates, angles, and robot joints values in RoboDK (undeformed robot) 

Target Coordinates Orientations Joint angles – RoboDK (undeformed robot) 

 X Y Z Ox Oy Oz J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 

P19 550 150 550 0 90 0 17.19 14.3 9.09 37.92 -28.74 -34.34 

P20 550 300 550 0 90 0 31.74 23.57 -3.25 60.69 -37.11 -54.85 

P21 550 300 400 0 90 0 31.74 35.6 4.49 43.85 -49.41 -32 

 

Table 4. Reached target coordinates, angles, and robot joints values in CoppeliaSIM (deformed robot) 

Target Reached target coord. 

. Coppelia 

Reached target 

orient. Coppelia 

Joint angles – Coppelia (deformed robot) 

 X Y Z Ox Oy Oz J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 

P19 549.997 150.0

02 

549.995 0 90 -

0.01 

17.185

1 

14.296

29 

9.09239 37.92219 -28.7301 -34.3396 

P20 549.998 300 549.999 0 90 0 31.738

11 

23.568

22 

-3.24707 60.68823 -37.1049 -54.855 

P21 549.998 299.9

99 

400 0 90 0 31.738

09 

35.601

16 

4.48659 43.84593 -49.4092 -32.0036 

Differences have been computed for all targets and for  

For the second case (variable deformations during 

robot-warmup) the program in CoppeliaSIM was set to 

run for about three hours. For each iteration, reached 

targets, orientation and joint angles were recorded. In 

the same manner as previous, a file with 8145 rows 

was saved at the end, containing all the specified data 

recalculated with deformations applied to the robot 

every minute. For this case the results were following: 

a) maximum deviation between programmed target 

coordinates and reached target after deformation and 

compensation: 0.073 mm. 

b) maximum orientation deviation between 

programmed target orientation and reached target 

orientation: 0.01 deg.  

Values obtained in the case of variable deformations 

do not seem as accurate as in the static case. It seems 

that the error increases with the simulation time. The 

error of reaching programmed targets is rising from 

0.03 mm up to 0.073 during the 180 min of simulation 

time. Increasing error values cand be graphically 

observed in figure 12. 

The measurements on the real robot [14] showed a 

positioning error caused by thermal deformations (in 
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the given working condition and environment) of 

about 0.097 mm.  

Given this magnitude of deviation of the endpoint of 

the robot it means that using the proposed program for 

compensation of the thermal deformation in the static 

case (deformed robot after warm-up) the improvement 

of positioning accuracy is about 93% (deviation of 

thermally compensated robot of 0.007 mm vs. thermal 

deviation of characteristic point of the robot 0.097 

mm).  

In the transitory case, during 180 min of warm-up of 

the robot, the improvement of accuracy is about 70% 

in the first 60 min (max deviation about 0.03 mm from 

programmed targets), about 38% from min 60 up to 

min 120 (0.06 mm deviation) and about 24.7 % (max 

deviation of 0.073 mm) in the last 60 operating 

minutes. At this moment, this could be improved by 

forcing the last part of simulation with values from the 

static case where accuracy is better by a factor of ten. 

It is unclear why the error is increasing in steps, and it 

is an issue to be further investigated and improved but 

even in this state the improvements of the robot 

accuracy by compensating the thermal deformations 

by proposed method is significant. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Increase of error values during 180 min of simulation time. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The work presented in this paper focuses on 

developing a correction algorithm that uses 

CoppeliaSIM as a framework. The developed 

algorithm essentially represents a software module 

integrated with the user interface and 3D working 

environment of CoppeliaSIM that can be used to 

improve robot reached targets by considering the 

errors induced by the thermal drift issue. The 

improvement of path targets is achieved by altering the 

corresponding joint parameters in accordance with 

both experimental results obtained through laser 

tracking and thermal camera measurements, as well as 

performing FEA on the deformable model of the robot. 

The methods used to determine the robot deformations 

are not essential to the development of the correction 

algorithm, because the input data required consists 

only of a set of displacement values (errors) in .csv 

format. 

The development of the correction algorithm 

represents the main original contribution of the 

project. The research performed regarding the state of 

the art in the field had not previously revealed any drift 

compensation method based on inverse kinematics 

recalculation for a variable geometric model. Thus, the 

development of the correction algorithm presented in 

this paper can be used as a basis for future research 

projects and developments in the field of error 

corrections for robot positioning and path accuracy as 

well as new methods of trajectory planning. It is the 

first model that includes six correction parameters for 

each of the six joints (three for linear displacement and 

three for angular displacement). Although the 

developed algorithm includes only corrections for 

errors induced by thermal drift, it can be easily adapted 

to include correction variables for other sources of 

errors (for example, joint elastic displacement errors). 

Even in this early stage of algorithm development, the 

results discussed above show that an improvement of 

70% can be obtained for the robot repeatability if the 

thermal stabilisation threshold has been achieved. For 

the robot warm-up session, the implementation of the 
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algorithm showed different improvements, from 70% 

during the first hour and dropping to 38% in the second 

hour and to 24% the end of the 3-hour warm-up period. 

Regarding this aspect, one of the future research 

directions will be focused on improving the robot 

repeatability during the warm-up sessions. This will 

have an impact on the general productivity of robotic 

systems, given that it will create the conditions for 

robot tasks to be carried more precisely during the 

warm-up. 
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